The article introduces folklore materials collected in the early twentyfirst century mostly from the Russian population of the mining settlements in the Komi Republic, which were founded when iron mining started in the area in the middle of the eighteenth century. The authors analyse the Christmas rituals and poetry used by children and adults when visiting neighbours at Christmas. The use of certain scenarios related to the celebration of Christmas and the Christmas period shows how the local traditions that developed among the varied population were integrated into the culture of Russian North and Central Russia.
DETAILS OF CEREMONIAL ETIQUETTE
We have collected materials about the secular praise of Christ, i.e., home visitation by the secular population. We did not collect any information about church or church-related visitations by priests, clergy, students of church schools, church choir, beggars (classification by Alexander Rozov; see Rozov 1999: 25) . According to the interviewees, the Christ-worship visitations of homes by adults and children used to begin early in the morning on 7 January, i.e., on Christmas Day 1 : 'When we were young, we used to go out to worship… It was still dark outside, but we ran to worship in the morning. … Here we were, early in the morning on Christmas Day…' 2 There is little or no evidence to any preparation, composition, gender, or age of the worship groups. The records mention both group and individual worship visitations, for example: 'It is Christmas worship, yes, Christmas. That I know, they came to me, I lived in this house already, they came to me. Kostikha, like, Kosarikha 3 , and… six people'. 4 Judging by the number of records of the poetical texts and comments from the interviewees, the children's Christmas visitations were popular in all three mining villages, especially in Kazhym and Nyuchpas, but in the village of Nyuvchim the data about Christmas celebrations and 'singing divine songs' present sporadic, solitary examples. It is known that children more often went to worship at their relatives: 'We did not go much to strangers; we went to our relatives. Where the relatives are, there they run...' 5 ; 'I also went to my grandmother and to my aunties, I went. … I went to mine' 6 , etc. There is no information about the use in Kazhym, Nyuchpas, or Nyuvchim of any special worship attributes (star, lantern, crèche, 'racheya' 7 , etc.) that were popular in the Northern Russian traditions.
At the entrance of the house, the worshippers got the host's permission to perform the worship ritual. The permission was granted in the form of implicit dialogue, always in the same form: 'Do you praise Christ?' -'Praise!' Then the ritual started, followed by prayers and/or Christmas rhymes.
The hosts would greet the worshippers and give them pastry, eggs, candies, and small change, which the children would share: It was generally assumed that paying to the worshippers would bring luck to the family, so the hosts tried to satisfy their request. Research shows that monetary gifts are directly tied to the veneration of ancestors and have a prognostic, producing, and protective function: 'The desire to pay the visitors well to ensure the wellness of the household and the family was supported by a rather archaic belief that the deceased ancestors can not only tell the future but also influence life in other ways' (Vinogradova 1982: 148 
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THE LOCAL CHRISTMAS REPERTOIRE IN THE CONTEXT OF THE ALL-RUSSIAN TRADITION
The repertoire of adult worshippers included the troparion 'Your Christmas Christ our Lord…' and the hirmos 'Christ is being born, praise…' Sometimes, these were also sung by children and teenagers, who had learned it from their parents. When interviewed, the interviewees tried to follow the traditional way of singing (singing and reciting), combining the fragments of various liturgical texts into one text or borrowing and combining fragments from various canonical texts, affording alterations of canonical texts in their oral manifestation (срящите -здравствуйте 'meet him -greet him', мирови свет разума -мира и всех разума 'world with the light of knowledge -peace and reason to all', etc.; bold font shows the similarities of the texts): The reasons for the fragmentation of the texts, the inconsistencies in the descriptions of the Christmas visitation process, and the lack of earlier evidence can be attributed in part to the age of the interviewee answering the questions (most of them were born in the 1930s), the fact that churches were closed in mining villages in that period, and that the Christmas rituals were disapproved. All of this prevents studying the phenomenon in more detail.
The texts and recollections about Christmas celebrations as presented by the interviewees who were children at the time, based on their personal experience and personal feelings, are collected more often. These records, in addition to the description of worship actions, include the time and age markers, motivation, examples of popular terminology, and various versions of poetical texts.
In these mining settlement traditions, children performed the Christmas rhymes унчик, the versions of which were recorded in many Russian traditions, in particular in Arkhangelsk, Vologda, Vyatka, Ulyanovsk, Nizhniy Novgorod, and Voronezh oblasts, Prikamye (Vlasov 1995: 156; Drannikova 2000: 46; Chernykh 2008: 101; Korepova 2009: 40; Voroshilin 2009: 31; Safronov 2011) , etc. Alexander Rozov, referring to Yevgeny Kostiukhin, notes that this tradition originated from Polish schoolchildren; then, it was borrowed by Ukrainians and Belarusians, and was later adopted in Russia (Rozov 1999: 48) . The researchers do not agree about the genre of the texts: in scientific terminology, they are referred to as 'glorifying rhymes' (Korepova 2009: 39-40) , 'Christmas song', which were 'chanted or sang' (Rozov 1999: 48) , Christmas carol (Vlasov 1995: 156) , рацейка (Drannikova 2000: 46) 14 , славка 'glorifying chant' (Chernykh 2008: 97, 101) , etc. Publishers and collectors in the nineteenth century called these texts children's ratseya (P.A. Bessonov, G.K. Zavoiko, A. Sheshenin), припевка 'ditty', присказка 'saying' (G.S. Vinogradov, A.N. Sobolev) (Rozov 1999: 48) .
Local popular terminology offers terms like присказулька 'short tale', припевка 'ditty', стишок 'short poem'. 15 Commenting the peculiarities of performing these texts, the interviewees say that they are sang and spoken aloud or refer to the singing-recitative manner: 'Words, words they say as the song goes. They sing it a bit, just like a song'.
16 By these definitions, the interviewees refer to the brevity and laconism of the form, often light, casual, funny content, and peculiarities of performance; and refer to the ideas developed within the tradition of the children's genre as non-serious, in a simple form, and not meaningful.
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Modern examples show degrees of textual variability: from 2 to 4 lines to longer versions, where at the beginning, a character of a boy (вьюньчик/юньчик) is introduced, then the main part describes his actions ('sat on a chair', 'jumped/ jumps on the chair', 'plays reedpipe', 'gathers guests', 'congratulates Christ', 'glorifies Christ'), and the conclusion includes a request for a gift ('give me a rouble/fiver', 'open your chest, give me a fiver', etc.) and something tasty ('to the children for ginger bread'): 
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Some poetical versions show the 'loss of the main part of Christmas ritualsglorification of Christ' (Rozov 1999: 48) A. Rozov notes that some versions of the text were collected in the 1970s-1990s 'both from elderly singers recollecting their childhood, and from boys and girls, and highlights that the main goal of these poems was 'to make fun, entertain the audience', whereas performing 'unchik' by children and adults in the 1920s-1940s 'definitely illustrates the decline of the Christ glorification tradition' (Rozov 1999: 48) . Data from the first decade of the twenty-first century supports these conclusions. Persons who witnessed performing унчик in the 1930s-1940s and the motivations of interviewees suggest that the aesthetical function of the texts was less important than the practical function (receiving food or things), as explained by the interviewees, or rather, by the difficult situation of the local people: Secondly, the interviewees clearly distinguish 'worship' genres from adult and children's repertoire. Individual witnesses said that children could also 'praise with prayer'. This type of worship was possible if adults had taught children to pray, and therefore, the main criteria for the performance were whether you were taught or not taught, whether you can or cannot pray. However, the comments consistently illustrate that prayers are performed by the adults, while унчик is for children: The interviewee cites two fragments of the коляда, where the first fragment is also part of the worship visitation and depicts the coming of worshippers (i.e., it is the introductory part). The second fragment is a threatening request for alms or food. Vladimir Chicherov analyses in detail this type of New Year wish songs, which include a request for ritual alms. He notes that the songs of this type are seldom individual but 'are almost always parts from another text' (Chicherov 1957: 124) . In the songs, the request for alms 'is in the form of a threat to cause damage to the house unless the request is satisfied' (ibid.), 'it is a demand that becomes a threat to bring trouble' (Chicherov 1957: 126) .
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In another fragment of a коляда collected in the Nyuchpas village, we see an allusion to the Яблочко (Apple) song that was popular in the city environment: 
CONCLUSION
Though the data are fragmented and mosaic, we can say that the Christmas ritual as part of the popular calendar of the Russian population in the Komi Republic mining villages was rather dense, and similar to the other Russian local traditions in respect of symbolic actions, modes of behaviour, types of magic practices, and samples of verbal folklore. The use of certain scenarios, related to Christmas celebrations and the Christmas period, shows how the local traditions, formed by the ethnically varied population (see , 'build in' the culture of the Russian North and Central Russia, and some relics of the mother cultures have become integral parts of the local traditions in the course of development of the latter. The analysis of the Christmas rituals and poetry in the records of the early twenty-first century shows similarities of the contents of the ritual activities (house visitations in order to glorify Christmas), modes of behaviour, types of magic practices (dressing-up), and verbal folklore with other local Russian traditions. The modern records also show the decline of the glorifying Christmas tradition, which is manifested in the lack of clear information about the age, gender, and number of worshippers, absence of the praising attributes (star, lantern, crèche, etc.) , visitations mostly of the relatives by children, and reduction of the poetic repertoire. 29 In this respect, the local popular definition of the word молитва 'prayer' coincides with the connotations that it has in the culture. Most dictionaries are unanimous about the meaning of the word молитва -'canonical verbal text that believers pronounce when addressing the god' (Ushakov 1938: 247; see also Ozhegov 1987 Ozhegov [1949 : 307-308); 'praising, thankful or pleading address to God or saints; prescribed text, to be read or pronounced by a believer when addressing God or saints' (Efremova 2000) ; 'plead, petition; … word, addressed to God' (SRIa 1982: 243-244) .
NOTES
30 Recorded by S. Nizovtseva and P. Shakhmatskaya in Kazhym, on 22.06.2013, from I.M. Dobrova, born in 1934. 31 We would like to also mention that this genre was popular in the Russian North, in particular in Vologda and Arkhangelsk provinces, and the texts of koliadka were performed both by adults and children (Rozov 1999: 42, 51 36 See Chicherov 1957: 123-130 about these texts and peculiarities of contaminations.
